Abstract—Metal matrix composites (MMC’s) are a range of advanced materials got significant growth in various advanced industries like aerospace, automotive, nuclear, bioengineering. Aluminum metal matrix composites (AMMC’s) are very important among other MMC’s, because of its excellent material properties such as light weight, low cost, high strength to weight ratio, high wear resistance, etc. Different types of AMMC’s can be produced and possess range of mechanical qualities based on the chemical structure of the aluminum-matrix. The fortification in AMMC’s is in the arrangement of continuous /or discontinuous fibers, whisker, and particulate matter as alternative phase reliant on its usage. Mechanical properties in AMMC’s are highly dependent on the adding several reinforcements namely fly ash, TiC, SiC, Al₂O₃, TiO₂, B₄C, etc. In the present paper, a review has been conducted to examine the mechanical quality of various AMMC’s. effects of different reinforcements and its percentage has also been studied. The concluding remarks has been drawn from the study.
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I. INTRODUCTION

From the few times, material scientists and engineers have highlighted on manufacture of light weight and robust products for advanced applications[1]. Advanced industrial needs forced industrialists and investigators to change their attention from monolithic to composite parts[2]. A composite job is a grouping of more than chemically discrete constituents to form a tougher job by taking advantages of all the materials being formed to make the composite material [3]. The term composite generally states that the material structure is created of a discrete constituent distributed in a incessant phase matrix. Composite material has contained distinguishing characteristics which drawn from the properties of constituents used[4]. Composite materials are categorized into polymer matrix[5], metal-matrix and ceramics, based on its physical and/or chemical form of matrix phase used to manufacture [6].

Metal matrix composites (MMC’s) are alloys which reinforced along with supplementary metal, ceramic from a one material. MMC’s are produced by dissolving the reinforcements in the metal matrix. Reinforcements are very often used to enhance the mechanical qualities namely strength, stiffness, conductivity, wear, and corrosive resistance of the base metals being used. The materials like aluminum, silicon, copper, titanium, magnesium, nickel, etc., are used for production of MMC’s. In MMC’s, aluminum and related parts have paying consideration as base metal, due to its excellent properties. From the last decade, Al based alloys have attained significance progress in modern appliances[7] because of its enhanced mechanical characteristics, virtuous stability in higher temperature environments, [8][9].

Aluminum (AL) is one of the major constituents used for fabricating aluminum metal matrix composites (AMMC’s)[10]. Aluminum helpful to forms percolating network between materials in matrix phase. Different categories of AMMC are displayed in Fig. 1 [11]. The quality of AMMC’s in respect of mechanical properties (wear resistance, hardness, thermal conductivity, etc.) is highly depends on reinforced materials used during fabrication process [12]. The significant parameters related to reinforced materials which influence AMMC’s are reinforcement type, mass, profile, volume portion, modulus of elasticity, inflexibility, and production method [13]. The reinforcement can be conducted by continuous / discontinuous process. AMMC’s are developed by either discontinuous method is formed as isotropic form and by continuous course are anisotropic shape. The different reinforcing ingredients which used in the fabrication of AMCs may categorized into a). synthetic ceramic particulates, b). industrial wastes and c) agro-waste byproducts.
Silicon carbide (SiC), alumina (Al₂O₃), boron carbide (B₄C), tungsten carbide (WC), graphite (Gr), carbon nanotubes (CNT) and silica (SiO₂) are important synthetic ceramic particulates used to make AMMC’s. Among the others SiC and Al₂O₃ are widely used particulates for manufacturing of AMMC’s [14]. Industrial wastes like reinforcement fly ash (FA) and red mud, which generally produced from power plants, aluminum-based industries, are used as reinforcing materials for production of AMMC’s. Agro waste derivatives like bamboo leaf ash, rice husk ash, bagasse ash, palm kernel shell ash, maize stalk ash, corn cob ash, etc. are also used as reinforcing materials for manufacturing of AMMC’s.

Four types of processes (Fig. 2) [15] namely liquid state (LS), solid-state (SS) method, deposition method and in situ are widely used for manufacturing of AMMC materials. Among the other methods, LS and SS methods are very often used to create AMMC’s. The liquid state procedures are stir casting, compo casting, squeeze casting, ultrasonic assisted casting, etc., and high energy consuming ball mill, friction stir method, diffusion bonding, etc., comes under solid state processes. The final quality of the AMMC materials produced by using liquid and solid-state processes highly depend on many interactive parameters. Different Applications of AMMC’s are displayed in Fig. 3. The mechanical properties of the AMMC’s plays important role in its usage for different industrial applications.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY

The literature survey is conducted to study the mechanical properties of AMMC’s made by different manufacturing processes by varying processing parameters. The details of survey are given as follows:

In reference [8], researcher had been fabricated the aluminum metal matrix composite materials using powder metallurgy process. He investigated the effects of volume of reinforcement quantifiable, SiC, on mechanical qualities of composite material. Researchers stated from his work that response parameters density, hardness and strength are increases and force ability was decreasing with increase of percentage of SiC. Reference [17], authors had been studied the influences of fabrication control parameters on spreading of particles in cast MMC’s. Researchers were tried different operating settings (i.e. conditions) by varying the three levels of stirring speed (i.e. 500, 600 and 700 rpm) and stirring time (i.e. 5, 10 and 15 min). They found better distribution of SiC particles while increasing (i.e. higher) levels of operating parameters. They stated from their work that processing variables were highly affects the quality of the material produced. Researchers [13] had produced AA7075/TiC MMC materials by stir casting manufacturing methodology. Researchers were observed better hardness and UTS values when enhancing weight fraction of TiC particulates in both cast as well as heat treated situation. As in [18], researcher was also studied the effects of processing variables on quality characteristics of AMMC materials. They found desired responses like hardness, impact strength and normalized displacement with increase of composition of SiC particles. As in [19], aluminum composite was fabricated by varying different fractions of SiC reinforcements. He studied the significance of percentage of SiC on mechanical properties of composite.

Again, researchers [20] had been studied mechanical qualities of Al alloy 2024 reinforced with SiC and fly ash hybrid MMC’s. They identified from the study that tensile strength (TS), yield strength (YS) and hardness of the hybrid composites were boosted with expansion in area portion of reinforcement. In reference [21], investigator produced the three sets of Al (Al6061) MMC’s with reinforcement material were fly ash of particle sizes. They noticed from the study that quality parameters had been increased with increase of additives. In reference [22], authorshad been scrutinized the significance of percentage of silicon carbide on mechanical qualities of silicon carbide (SiC) reinforced AL composite. He mentioned that micro hardness of part was improved with enhancement in volume percentage of SiC. In reference [23], researchers investigated on mechanical qualities of AL hybrid composites which formed by double stir casting process, they considered different volume fractions of rice hush ash (RHA) and equal proportions of SiC particulates in reinforcement of aluminum hybrid composites. They found better mechanical properties: yield strength and UTS with increasing RHA volume faction and SiC content for aluminum hybrid composites.

In reference [24], authors had been examined the solidification characteristics of titanium carbide particulate reinforced AL alloy composites. Researchers made the composite material by considering the 11.8% silicon alloy (LM6) as matrix and the 5% and 15% weight fractions of TiCp in gravity casting process. They found from the study that solidification time decreased and observed finer grain size and better mechanical properties by adding TiCp as reinforcement to LM6 alloy. Reference [25] presented the fabrication process of SiC reinforced aluminum alloy using squeeze casting method. He studied the variations of mechanical properties with varying volume fractions of SiC reinforced particulates. Reference [26] focused to study the effects of percentage of silicon dioxide content in LM6 alloys. They found from their study that TS and Young’s modulus values were declined with expansion of silicon dioxide percentage from 5% to 30%. Reference [27] was also focused to study and analyze the fabrication process of Al-4.5%Cu/10TiC composites by using in-situ method. They analyzed the mechanical qualities such as YS, UTS and hardness of the job. They were used TiC particles as reinforcement. Investigators had been found desired mechanical properties with addition of TiC particles in Al-4.5%Cu/10TiC part. Reference [28] was also focused to analyze the fabrication of aluminum alloy-boron carbide (AABC) composites using liquid metallurgy technique by varying different particulate weight fractions. They studied mechanical properties obtained on AABC’s and identified that similar dispersal of the boron carbide (BC)
particles in the matrix phase were improved strength of material. Mechanical properties like hardness and density were increased and decreased with increasing of BC amount especially in matrix phase.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In the present study, the importance of MMC’s is discussed. The status of AMMC’s is also briefed. The main applications of AMMC’s for different applications are also given in the study. Obtaining the desired mechanical properties on AMMC’s are important area of research. The literature survey made and discussed mechanical properties of different AMMC’s are discussed with control parameters. The followings are the conclusions drawn from the study:

- AMMC’s the advanced materials have got immense importance of various advanced applications.
- The quality characteristics of the AMMC’s are highly depends on processing methodology, percentage of reinforcement, matrix material, properties of additives, etc.
- SiC is widely used reinforcement which increases the mechanical properties of tensile strength, hardness, density, wear resistance, etc., of aluminum and its alloys.
- Fly ash reinforcements are highly encouraged use for producing AMMC’s because of its low cost and can ability to produce desired mechanical properties.
- Fly ash reinforcements can increase the wear resistance property, but it also decreases the corrosion resistance of AMMC.
- SiC reinforced Al-MMC’s have possess higher wear resistance than Al2O3 reinforced MMC’s.
- Al2O3 reinforcements can produce good compressive strength and wear resistance for AMMC’s.
- B4C presence in aluminum matrix can increase the hardness of AMMC’s.
- The addition of zircon can increase wear resistance.
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